REVIEW SHEET 1ST QUIZ: CAPITALIZATION & PUNCTUATION

DIRECTIONS: Read the information presented below and correctly PUNCTUATE and CAPITALIZE the ANSWERS.
ALSO – correctly write the YEAR or YEARS in the blank for the specific answer.

1. Q. - What was the name of the first written plan for government in the New World AND who wrote it?
   A. - The first written plan for government in the __ew __orld was the ___ayflower ___ompact written by the ___ilgrims ___
   YEAR(S): __________

2. Q. - What event announced to all the world that the American colonies were now a free nation from England?
   A. - The signing of the ___eclaration of ___ndependence announced to all the world that ___merican colonies were now a free nation ___
   YEAR(S): _____

3. Q. - What was the first permanent English settlement in America?
   A. - The first permanent ___nglish settlement in ___merica was ___amestown ___
   YEAR(S): _______

4. Q. - What document created the government we still have today?
   A. - The ___ - ___ - Constitution created the government we still have today ___
   YEAR(S): _______

5. Q. - What did Christopher Columbus make famous?
   A. - ___ristopher ___olumbus made famous the existence of two continents – the ___ew ___orld ___
   YEAR(S): __________ 2pts.

TURN OVER>>>>>>>>>
6. Q. - What began representative democracy in America?
   A. - The ___ouse of ___urgesses began representative democracy in ___merica
   YEAR(S): ________

7. Q. - What British law made it illegal for British citizens/American colonists from settling west of the Appalachian Mountains?
   A. - The ___ritish law that made it illegal for ___merican colonists from settling west of the ___ppalacian ___ountains was the ___roclamation ___ct of 1763
   YEAR(S): ____________

8. Q. - What are the first ten amendments or additions to the U.S. Constitution called?
   A. - The first ten amendments to the U : ____ _ ____onstitution are called the ___ _ S : ___ill of ___ights
   YEAR(S): __________

9. Q. - What two events began the American Revolution with the “Shot heard round the world!”?
   A. - The two events that began the ___merican ___evolution were the battles of ___exington and ___oncord
   YEAR(S): __________ 2pts.

10. Q. - What event lasted four years and resulted in the deaths of 620,000 Americans?
    A. - The ___ _ S : ___ivil ___ar lasted four years and resulted in the deaths of 620,000 ___mericans
    YEAR(S): ____________ 2pts.
B. SHORT ANSWER - SIGNIFICANCES:

**DIRECTIONS:** Below you will find the correct Answers to each Question EXCEPT that each Answer is missing some letters and punctuation. **Your job** is to correctly fill-in the missing letters, capitalize them correctly, and punctuate each sentence correctly.

1. **Christopher Columbus:**
   
   ___uropean countries raced to gain the riches of the ___ew ___orld. This would one day lead to the creation of our nation _

2. **Jamestown, Virginia:**
   
   With ___amestown’s success ___nglish businessmen as well as the ___nglish government continued to invest money and resources in to creating settlements in what would one day become the ___ ___ ___.